
Small user guide Protection S.F. inc. 

� To arm the system, make sure that the green light "ready" is lit, and to enter your code of four

numbers either pushed for two seconds (until sound bips of confirmation) the touch "Absentee"

 

� If you wish to arm the system when you are inside your residence, make sure that the green light

"ready" is lit and pushed for two seconds (up to the beeps of confirmation) the touch "At home". So,

detectors of movement, such as programmed, will not be in office.

When you will want to leave, you will have to deactivate the alarm and reactivate it afterward.

� To disarm the system, enter your code of four numbers. If the system does not stop, make (#) and

begin again.

� To put back in normal mode smoke detectors further to an fire alarm:

1. Enter your code of four numbers to stop the siren

2. Ventilate detector(s) if it's need

3. Press on the "reset" button up to the beeps of sound confirmation (2 seconds)

� For the suspension of a zone; make * 1, zones to be suspended from 01 to 32 and *, then arm the

system. In the disarmament of the system, the suspended zones will become again normal.

� To see again the memory of alarm to make * 3, at this moment the zone which will have activated the

alarm will be shown. Always press # to return in "ready" mode.

� When the light "trouble" is on, make * 2, at this moment a number from 1 to 8 will ignite and will

indicate the corresponding problem:

1. Required assistance, press touch 1;     1.  Low battery

2. Problem of siren

3. General problem of the system

4. General disturbance of the system

5. Supervision general of the system

6. Low battery of the PC5204

7. Electric breakdown of the PC5204

2. Electric breakdown

3. Problem of telephone line

4. Communications problem

5. Breakdown of a zone of fire (press on 5 to know the number of the zone)

6. Disturbance of zone (press on 6 to know the number of the zone)

7. Low battery of zone (press on 7 to know the number of the zone)

8. Loss of the internal clock

� To change a code; press on: * 5, existing master code, number of the code to be programmed from 01

to 32, the new code of four numbers, and then #. To erase one code we make * on the code in

question.

� NB: the code 40 is always the master code and the codes from 01 to 32 will be auxiliary codes.

Example: - you wish 4433 as code maître.- (*), (5), (code existing master 1234), (40), (4433), (*)   
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